Abstract

Efficient cab management system is used to maintain available list of the cabs. In order to maintain that availability list that particular cab traveling owner must register to the website and have to login to the site by providing the username and Password given. After login of the travel agent, they must update their booked cab from particular source to destination. In that the travel agent the details of cab type, Cab number, and expected arrival time of the destination, driver name and mobile number of the driver. To book the particular cab returning from that destination to home of owner. That is whenever the travel agent updated their cab details into site. Then the user may open Site and gives destination, date, time of journey in home page. Then it redirects to the available cab list that the travel agent had uploaded their information.

Then user may call to the particular driver and book that cab to the home owner and retrieving to the destination all order by customer. Again travel agent uploads that information of cab and user may select any one of cab. That all travel agents are registered with site and logon that to upload their bookings in order to view the Customer.